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The world is full of magic things,
patiently waiting for our senses
to grow sharper.
—W.B. Yeats
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Insurance Premiums

What happened and
what do we do now?
by Nick Newton
Recently, many MAGiC members were notified by their
liability insurance carrier Minnesota Joint Underwriting
Association (MJUA) that their upcoming insurance renewal
premiums were subject to a revised rate increase. In many
cases, the increase was drastic—some insureds were seeing
premiums increase nearly 20 times the prior year. In order to
determine the best way to address, and where to possibly
Recent Increases, continued on page 3
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THE CONSERVATOR’S
BRIEFCASE
The purpose of this column is to alert MAGiC readers to Court
decisions and legislative developments of particular interest to
substitute decision makers. Minnesota Supreme Court and
Court of Appeals decisions may be found at the Courts’
website at www.courts.state.mn.us. The column also attempts
to provide the reader with an insight or two as to how these legal
developments might relate to their own practice—Reporters,
Brent Wm. Primus, J.D. & Laurel E. Learmonth, J.D.
This issue of “The Conservator’s
Briefcase” covers the period
from January 1, 2019 through
June 17, 2019. HOWEVER,
during this time period there
were no decisions of either the
Minnesota Court of Appeals
or the Minnesota Supreme
Court relating to
guardianships or
conservatorships.
It should be
noted that
this is the
first such
six-month period
where there have been no decisions relating to guardianships
and conservatorships that I can recall in the many, many years
that I have been the Reporter for “The Conservator’s Briefcase.”
All for now!
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. . . disbelief in magic can force a poor soul into
believing in government and business . . .
—Tom Robbins,
Even Cowgirls Get the Blues
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Recent Increases, continued from front page
mitigate, the premium increase, I contacted MJUA
to discuss the reasons for the rate increase and possible strategies MAGiC members could employ to
reduce their insurance costs.
It should be noted that MJUA was established
to offer insurance coverage to types of businesses
(called classes in the insurance industry) that the
marketplace is generally unwilling to write. To
this author’s best knowledge, there are little to no
options out there for professional fiduciaries. The
National Guardianship Association offers coverage
to its members through an endorsed program.
First, a review of the coverages provided by the
MJUA liability policy is in order. There are several
types of liability insurance policies a business
owner can purchase; examples include, but are not
limited to, general liability, automobile liability,
and professional liability (also referred to as errors
and omissions insurance). Each can be simply
described in the following way:
• General Liability – covers claims against the
business for property damage or personal injury
due to actions of business or employees/agents
acting on behalf of the business.
• Automotive Liability – covers claims for damages
against the business caused by business owner/
employees/agents in automobile accidents
• Professional Liability – covers claims against the
business for professional service errors or omissions while conducting business. Policy includes
coverage for defense costs (attorney’s fees) if
the business is sued for actions covered under
the policy. Note: Defense costs are “outside the
limit of insurance”, i.e., if you have policy with
a $1M/$1M limit the policy covers defense costs
on claims until the $1M limit in indemnity has
been paid.
MJUA offered a combined general liability/professional liability policy. They did not cover automobile liability; that coverage needed to be purchased
separately if a business was insured by the MJUA
policy. Thus, our focus will center on general liability and professional liability.
The Career Fiduciary Professional Liability Policy
provides in part that MJUA will pay damages
that the insured becomes legally obligated to pay
because of injury to which this insurance applies.
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The policy defines damages as compensation for injury caused
by a wrongful act arising out of the insured’s providing or failure to provide services as a career fiduciary. Damages does not
include fees or costs for career fiduciary services that a court
may determine to be excessive.
The policy states that this insurance applies to injury only
if, the injury is caused by a wrongful act or business entity
incident that takes place in the coverage territory; the wrongful act or business entity incident did not occur prior to the
retroactive date or after the end of the policy period; and, the
injury arises out of the insured’s profession as a “court appointed” career fiduciary.
Examples of the type of claims for which the professional liability portion of the policy would provide coverage are:
• Damages arising from failure to maintain automobile/
health/ homeowner’s insurance,
• Penalty for filing a late tax return, unpaid property taxes,
etc.,
• Failure to secure funds a client would be entitled to such as
medical assistance,
• Undocumented, excessive or improper payments which the
court orders to be reimbursed to the client,
• Attorney fees to file claim against the career fiduciary could
possibly be covered, and,
Recent Increases, continued on page 4
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If you are a dreamer come in
If you are a dreamer a wisher a liar
A hoper a pray-er a magic-bean-buyer
If you’re a pretender come sit by my fire
For we have some golden flax tales to spin
Come in!
Come in!
—Shel Silverstein
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Recent Increases, continued from page 3

• Injury to a client due to negligence of the insured.

• Sale of assets/personal property for less than
actual cash value could also be covered.

The CGL policy does not provide coverage for:

The professional liability policy does not provide
coverage for the following:
• Damages arising out of a criminal act,
• Fees or costs for career fiduciary services which
are disputed.
The Commercial General Liability Policy (CGL)
states that MJUA will pay sums the insured becomes legally obligated to pay as damages because
of bodily injury or property damage caused by an
occurrence that takes place in the coverage territory and occurs during the policy period.
Some examples of the type of claims for which the
CGL policy would provide coverage include:
• Damage that an insured accidently caused to a
client’s property, and.

• Bodily injury or property damage expected or intended by
the insured,
• Employment related practices liability, and,
• Bodily injury or property damage due to the rendering or
failure to render any professional service.
Neither the Professional nor the General Liability policy will
provide coverage for claims arising out of the insured’s activities that are conducted substantially outside the state of Minnesota, unless the insurance is required by statute, ordinance,
or otherwise required by Minnesota law.
Insurance rate increases are typically predicated by excessive
losses incurred by the insurance company. MJUA confirmed
that this was the case. They used 10 policy years of data, with
the last year available being the policy year ended 6/30/2018,
note, the JUA policy year is 7/1/yy through 6/30/yy+1. The
Recent Increases, continued on page 5
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Recent Increases, continued from page 4
overall incurred loss ratio for this period (includes indemnity costs paid, plus allocated loss
adjustment expenses paid, plus currently booked
reserves) is 800%. If reserves are excluded, the
paid loss and loss adjustment expense ratio for
the ten-year period is 680%. There are individual
policy years with loss and loss adjustment expense
ratios as high as 2700%, there is only one year less
than 200% and only 4 of the 10 years included
were less than 500%. Reserves can sometimes have
a significant impact, however, in the case of this
book of business, it has generated $1.125 Million
in incurred loss and loss adjustment expenses on
$140,000 in earned premium and over $900,000
of the incurred loss and loss adjustment expense
has been paid. They could not continue at the current rating structure.
The previous rating used a “tiered” approach. The
exposure was still the number of court-appointed
cases or clients. The rate or premium within a
band of exposures was the same, i.e., fiduciaries
with from 1 to 30 cases all received a base rate of
$125, from 31 to 50 cases received a base rate of
$250, and the highest tier was for 50+ cases.
This led to several issues in addition to the rates
being generally too low, the premium charged
per policy did not necessarily reflect the exposure,
and, the rate per exposure declined within a band.
That is, a fiduciary with 1 case would pay $125
per case and a fiduciary with 30 cases would pay
$4.17 per case, one with 31 cases would pay $8.06
per case. This disparity would get worse the larger
the number of cases handled, i.e., someone with
1,000 cases would only pay $.50 per case. The
data indicated that the frequency per exposure was
approximately 1 claim per 1,000 cases handled.
This meant that one policy with 900 cases handled
would, on average, generate as many claims as
30 policies handling 30 cases each, but the single
policy would be charged a premium of $500 and
the 30 policies combined would be charged total
premiums of $3,750.
Also, there was no differentiation in minimum
premium charged whether a policy was for a single
fiduciary or for an insured that employed multiple fiduciaries. Thus, the minimum premium
remained $125 per policy whether one fiduciary
was insured under the policy or five or more were
insured under the policy.
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There are ways to mitigate or reduce their costs, depending
of course on each business’ needs. When approached, MJUA
offered the following revisions to the first notice of rate increases.
• They have introduced experience rating. The experience period is three years. If the policyholder has no claims during
that period an experience factor of .90 is applied to the rate,
if they have one claim the factor is 1.00 and if they have two
or more claims the factor is 1.25. In other words, a policyholder with no claims in a three year coverage period can
enjoy a 10% discount on their premium.
• They have introduced an additional deductible option of
$2,500 per claim. The deductible applies to indemnity
payments, i.e., defense costs are not subject to a deductible.
The current policy carries a $1,000 deductible, if the insured
elects to take the $2,500 deductible they receive a 15%
discount in the rate.
• They introduced the new rates as first year claims-made, as
opposed to a mature claims-made rate which will further
lower the rate for the first three years.
• They do offer policy limits options - the base rates are at a
$100,000 per claim $300,000 annual aggregate limit. The
majority of insureds select at least the $1 Million/$1 Million
limit. This is often due to insurance specifications by various counties. The average incurred claim over the 10-year
experience period used in this rate review was approximately
$30,000.
It is highly recommended that when providing audit information, the caseload number should only list court-appointed
cases as that is what is being covered. You do not want to be
charged for cases that are not covered under the insurance
policy.
Nick Newton, President of Newton Bonding in Stillwater, MN,
currently serves as 3rd Vice President on the Executive Committee
of the National Association of Surety Bond Producers (NASBP)
and a Faculty Member of the NASBP Surety School. He is a
MAGiC Past President, serving on it’s board for 10 years, and
also served as President of the MN Surety Association.
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GUARDIANSHIP AND THE RIGHTS OF
THE WARD AND INTERESTED PARTIES TO
VISITATION: LAW AND PRACTICE
by Laurel Learmonth and Megan Kelly
It is clear under Minnesota law that the decision
of a guardian to limit a ward’s access to anyone
with whom the ward wants to have contact should
not be made lightly. Minnesota Statutes Section
524.5-120, entitled the “Bill of Rights for Wards
and Protected Persons” contains the following
provisions relevant to this issue:
The ward or protected person retains all rights
not restricted by court order and these rights
must be enforced by the court. These rights
include the right to:
(1) treatment with dignity and respect;
(2) due consideration of current and previously stated personal desires, medical treatment preferences, religious beliefs, and other
preferences and opinions in decisions made
by the guardian or conservator;
(3) receive timely and appropriate health care
and medical treatment that does not violate
known conscientious, religious, or moral
beliefs of the ward or protected person;
(4) exercise control of all aspects of life not
delegated specifically by court order to the
guardian or conservator;
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Then followed that beautiful season . . .
Summer . . .
Filled was the air with a dreamy and
magical light; and the landscape
Lay as if new created in all the freshness of
childhood.
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

(5) guardianship or conservatorship services individually
suited to the ward’s or protected person’s conditions and
needs;
(6) petition the court to prevent or initiate a change in
abode;
(7) care, comfort, social and recreational needs, training, education, habilitation, and rehabilitation care and
services, within available resources;
(8) be consulted concerning, and to decide to the extent
possible, the reasonable care and disposition of the ward’s
or protected person’s clothing, furniture, vehicles, and
other personal effects, to object to the disposition of
personal property and effects, and to petition the court
for a review of the guardian’s or conservator’s proposed
disposition;
(9) personal privacy;
(10) communication and visitation with persons of the
ward’s or protected person’s choice, provided that if
the guardian has found that certain communication or
visitation may result in harm to the ward’s or protected
person’s health, safety, or well-being, that communication or visitation may be restricted but only to the
extent necessary to prevent the harm;
The ward’s right to visitation is also secured by Minnesota
Statutes §524.5-316, which states, in pertinent part:
(a) A guardian shall report to the court in writing on the
condition of the ward at least annually and whenever ordered by the court. A copy of the report must be provided
to the ward and to interested persons of record with the
court. A report must state or contain:
(1) the current mental, physical, and social condition of
the ward;
(2) the living arrangements for all addresses of the ward
during the reporting period;
(3) any restrictions placed on the ward’s right to communication and visitation with persons of the ward’s
choice and the factual bases for those restrictions; . . .
(c) A ward or interested person of record with the court
may submit to the court a written statement disputing
Guardianship and the Rights of the Ward, continued on page 7
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Guardianship and the Rights . . . , continued from page 6
statements or conclusions regarding the condition of the ward or addressing any disciplinary
or legal action that is contained in the guardian’s reports and may petition the court for an
order that is in the best interests of the ward or
for other appropriate relief.
These statutes make it clear that the ward’s right
to access whomever he or she desires is important
and should only be restricted when that access
“may result in harm to the ward’s or protected
person’s health, safety, or well-being” and only to
the extent necessary to prevent the harm. There is,
however, no requirement that the Guardian seek
the prior consent of the court to restrict the ward’s
access in any manner (though potential proposed
legislation may add this requirement). If the ward
or an interested person of record with the court
disputes the restriction, s/he is allowed to petition
the court for an order “that is in the best interests
of the ward or for other appropriate relief.”
The problem from the point of view of the ward
and/or most lay people is that they would have
difficulty figuring out how to bring such a petition
on his or her own. Many wards lack the ability
to figure out what to do or even how to take any
independent action. And there is no prescribed
process for a friend of the ward who doesn’t fall
into the legal category of “interested person” to
take any action. What should happen if the ward
is not capable of communication, so can’t express a
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desire or lack of desire to have access to a particular person?
Although the court will note the failure to timely file a well
being report, it is doubtful that the court has the funds to
review each well being report carefully enough to ascertain if
the visitation restrictions reported are sufficiently supported
by factual allegations.
In other words, it is somewhat unlikely that a Guardian’s decision to restrict access will be challenged in court. However,
the unlikely nature of a challenge should not make a Guardian comfortable with making such a decision lightly.
A Guardian may be pressured to restrict access by the management of the ward’s residence, such as a group home or nursing
home. It is understandable that residential managers who
are responsible for the safety and comfort of other residents
would want to have relatively strict rules relative to access and
behavior of visitors. A Guardian, however, is not allowed to
delegate important decisions to the residential manager. See
In Re Guardianship of Jeffrey DeYoung, No. A10–1768 (July
11, 2011). The Guardian can’t prevent a residential manager
from making certain house rules, but there may be a point at
which the Guardian has to begin to look for another residence
if those rules are just too restrictive of the rights of the Ward.
A Guardian may also be pressured by an interested person to
restrict visitation by a disfavored family member. A Guardian
must be very careful to assess the situation based on evidence
and in terms of the best interests of the ward rather than
based off of a “bad feeling” or a family conflict.
In order to comply with the law, a Guardian who decides it is
necessary to restrict the ward’s access to another party should
do the following:
1. Document to the extent possible what the potential
harm is.

Stacy L. Kabele
Attorney at Law
Kabele Law Firm

(612) 719-9250
www.kabelelaw.com

Advocate for fiduciaries,
petitioners, and family members
involved in difficult guardianship
and conservatorship cases

2. Explore less restrictive alternatives to a blanket
restriction. Say the ward is diabetic and the visitor is
bringing him cupcakes that harm his health. The visitor could be allowed to visit, but not allowed to bring
anything in with them.
3. If the Guardian is restricting access to a parent or
other person who has been an important part of the
ward’s life, the Guardian should strongly consider
requesting court approval to do so for the Guardian’s
own protection.

How do Guardians handle this issue now?
A very small, informal survey of MAGiC members was conducted to get a few guardian’s experiences and insights on this
Guardianship and the Rights of the Ward, continued on page 8
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Guardianship and the Rights . . . , continued from page 7
issue. The most commonly seen group of individuals whose behavior was of concern to the guardian
were the adult children of the Ward, with a spouse
or significant other being the second most common group. Consider your caseload: how many
perfect families do you work with? How many
families had difficult relationships long before the
client ever became incapacitated?
Of those that were contacted for this article, all
guardians had considered restricting visitation
and several had decided to put limits in place, but
stopped short of preventing contact altogether. A
universal theme was the art and process of evaluating and balancing the harm caused or suspected
with the value of the relationship to the Ward
and his or her desire to continue to see the person
causing concern, as well as the Ward’s other rights
under the Bill of Rights at Minn. Stat. §524.5120. In many instances the level of permissible
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I do believe in an everyday sort of magic
—the inexplicable connectedness we
sometimes experience with places, people,
works of art and the like; the eerie appropriateness of moments of synchronicity;
the whispered voice, the hidden presence,
when we think we’re alone.
—Charles de Lint
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contact was allowed to evolve over time, for example with one
individual being permitted only phone calls for a time, and
then later being allowed to visit in person in common areas in
the care facility. Most concerning behavior involved a child or
spouse, and so a great deal of respect was typically applied to
that relationship, and all options short of completely restricting access were and should be considered carefully.
In all instances the guardian’s reported practice was to notify the Ward and the person who was being restricted from
visiting the Ward of any restrictions imposed, but in only a
few instances were all interested parties or the Court notified
ahead of the personal well-being report.
In several instances, some initial concern was caused because
the guardian did not have all of the information, or because
an incident was misreported either intentionally or otherwise. A guardian is well-advised to document thoroughly all
instances of harm or suspected harm and to communicate
their concerns in writing to the person causing the issues, to
request and allow the person to modify their behavior. As a
professional guardian, it’s important to observe without an
agenda, and many requests from interested persons to restrict
or supervise visitation may be denied by an objective guardian. If the Ward is not in immediate danger it is wise to observe and gather information before making these decisions,
especially when a guardian has first taken a case, to determine
what sorts of interactions are “normal” for the family you’re
working with.
Professional guardians and conservators should be aware of
proposed legislation being considered by a working group
(and not yet submitted to the legislature) to modify our statutes to require guardians to petition the Court for the ability
to restrict visitation or communications with someone with
whom the Ward has a “family or long-term social relationship.” These proposed changes were summarized by Legislation Committee Chair Bob McLeod in the previous issue
of the Journal. Members will have an opportunity to raise
questions regarding this and other features of the proposed
changes to the law at the upcoming quarterly luncheon on
July 19, where Mr. McLeod will present.
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Exploring Guardianship Termination
for Your Client
by Kathleen Carlson, Amanda Hudson,
and Anita Raymond, Center for Excellence in
Supported Decision Making, Volunteers of
America, MN
Many individuals have been under Guardianship
for a number of years, if not decades. How does
a Guardian or support team know when a person
may be appropriate for a less restrictive option of
decision making?
If the person has continued to work with their
guardian and supporters/team, that’s a good indi-
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cation that the person may have other options. That’s not to
say that the person has to agree with every option presented
to them and not cause any “problems,” rather that they are
willing to listen to suggestions and are working to learn how
to weigh out decisions while gaining input from those they
trust.
Many alternative forms of support may exist for people as
it relates to decision making including: financial power of
attorney, health care directive, Supported Decision Making
agreements, representative payee services, etc.
If a person under guardianship is consistently adversarial and
sabotaging pertinent services/supports termination is likely
not an option.
Perhaps in a situation of an older adult, a Guardian may
have been appointed due to family conflict and instability in
food/housing/services of the older adult. It’s fair to consider
re-assessing the person under guardianship if/when family
conflict has been removed or if the areas of vulnerability have
been addressed. It is possible that a person’s cognition and
condition may improve over time. Termination in favor of
supported decision making is not unattainable and should
certainly be considered if circumstances have changed in that
person’s life.
Connecting with a support team of your client such as social
workers, clinic staff, community support staff, psychologists,
etc., can be a good first step to evaluate whether considering
termination and less restrictive options may be appropriate
for your client. Looking at what’s different in their life now
compared to when the guardianship was first established
and noting improvements as well as supports that have been
added in can be a helpful step. Ask those around the person
what they think about terminating the guardianship; why or
why not? Are their concerns warranted, and if so, are there
other ways to address the concerns outside of Guardianship?
For some, petitioning to further limit a Guardianship may be
an appropriate next step to trial prior to termination.

Resources
The Practical Tool, which was developed by the American Bar
Association, can be helpful as a guide to work through various areas of a person’s life and determine whether sufficient
supports exist, can be added in, or continue to be an area of
vulnerability.
Exploring Guardianship Termination, continued on page 10
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Exploring Guardianship Termination, continued from page 9
The National Resource Center on Supported Decision making has many tools that don’t require extensive training to
utilize. A few of these include the Supported Decision Making Brainstorming Guide, the Stoplight tool, and the ACLU
“When do I want support” tool. These tools are a great way
to work through different areas of a person’s life to highlight
strengths as well as address areas where support is still needed.
It’s helpful to sit down with the client and work through any
of these tools, as it gives them an opportunity to reflect on
areas where they have learned new skills and have strengths as
well as identifying where supports continue to be needed and
how those can be addressed if guardianship is no longer in
place.
It’s ok if not every single thing is perfect . . . no one’s life is.
What’s important is if the person is engaged in their own life,
wants to be able to make decisions about how they live, and
has the ability to do so (even if they need a little help sometimes).
When Performance Counts

Patrick J. Thomas Agency

Surety Bonds and Insurance
for Professionals and their Clients
SSI/VA Rep Payee Bonds • Conservatorship
Guardianship • Personal Representative
Professional & Liability Insurance • Trustee Bonds
www.pjtagency.com
email@pjtagency.com
121 South 8th Street, Suite 980
Minneapolis, MN 55402
P: 612-339-5522 • F: 612-349-3657

You may consider consulting your attorney for Guidance on next
steps if you’re questioning whether less restrictive options may be
appropriate for a client you’re serving.
You may also contact the Center for Excellence in Supported Decision Making’s Guardianship Information Line to discuss whether less restrictive options such as Supported Decision Making may
be appropriate in a particular situation. Phone: 952-945-4174
or Toll Free: 844-333-4174. Website: cesdm@voamn.org
Links to Resources:
National Resource Center for Supported Decision Making:
www.supporteddecisionmaking.org
American Bar Association Practical Tool:
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/law_aging/resources/
guardianship_law_practice/practical_tool/
http://wingsmn.org/
https://www.voamnwi.org/cesdm

Did you know you can obtain copies
of past Journal issues?
Go to www.minnesotaguardianship.org
or contact info@minnesotaguardianship.org.
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magic journal Member Spotlight:
kelly mcrae, guardian
Goodhue County Guardian and Conservator
Services, Inc., Red Wing, MN
How did you become interested in the line of
work you’re in?
I was working as a paralegal at a law office and a
client needed a successor guardian for which I was
appointed. Shortly after, I became a Guardian to
a few more individuals, and then the company
Goodhue County Guardian and Conservator
Services, Inc. was created.
What do you enjoy most about your work?
I enjoy helping those who can’t help themselves.
So many people are being taken advantage of even
by family members who are supposed to look out
for them. Some individuals really have no family,
relatives or friends in their lives to assist them and
care for them when they need help and I enjoy being that person who can help them.
Name your favorite quote, book, blog or podcast.
Not a favorite book necessarily, but right now I
am reading “Me, Me, Me” Epidemic by Amy McCready.

What do you do to relax?
As a mom of three young boys, I try to get up early in the
morning and enjoy a cup of coffee in silence before my children get up and I start my day.
What’s a place everyone should visit at least once in their
lives?
I think everyone should dip their feet in the ocean, see the
Grand Canyon, walk through waterfalls, and since I live in
Minnesota I think everyone should be able to go sledding
down a giant hill.
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Words are, in my not-so-humble opinion,
our most inexhaustible source of magic.
Capable of both inflicting injury, and
remedying it.
—J.K. Rowling,
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
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MAGiC ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
The Minnesota Association for Guardianship and Conservatorship is the perfect place to advertise your
business or product. Two advertising options are available:
Journal: The Journal is published
quarterly. The Journal is distributed to
over 350 individuals and businesses
including conservators, guardians, social
workers, attorneys, judges and other
health care professionals.
Website: The MAGiC Website has a
limited number of ad space available.
Each ad will rotate along with 5-8 other
advertisers allowing for high visibility.
Advertising on the MAGiC website would
be highly targeted within your niche. It is
a fabulous opportunity to reach
individuals interested in issues relating to
guardianship, conservatorship and
substitute decision-making who are
visiting the MAGiC website.

Journal

Advertising Rate Information

1/9 of a page (3” wide x 3-1/8” high) $125.00 per issue
2/9 of a page (3” wide x 6-1/4” high) $250.00 per issue
1/3 of a page (3” wide x 9-1/3” high) $340.00 per issue
1/3 of a page horizontal (7” wide x 2-5/8” high) $300.00 per issue
1/2 of a page horizontal (7” wide x 4-1/2” high) $355.00 per issue
Volume Discount – Purchase 3 journal issues & get the 4th one FREE

Website
275 px wide x 350 px high rotating ad $50 per month
Volume Discount – Purchase 5 months and get one month FREE or
purchase 10 months and get two months FREE

Advertising Reservation Form
We would like to place an ad space reservation for advertising with MAGiC:
Company Name:____________________________ Contact:_____________________________________
Address:__________________________________

Signature:____________________________________

City:_____________________________________

Title:________________________________________

State:___________

Date:________________________________________

Zip:____________________

Telephone:________________________________ Email Address:________________________________
Journal Ad Size:
___1/9 Page

___2/9 Page

___1/3 Page

___1/3 Page Horizontal

___1/2 Page Horizontal

Website Advertising:
____ 5 months (get 1 month FREE)
____ Check enclosed

____10 months (get 2 months Free)

____ Contact me for credit card payment

____ Send invoice

MAGiC · 5001 Chowen Avenue South · Minneapolis · MN · 55410 · info@minnesotaguardianship.org
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2019 annual Conference
Vendor and Sponsorship
Opportunities Available Now!!

Now is the time to reserve your vendor booth and/or sponsorship opportunity at the upcoming

2019 Annual MAGiC State Conference
Space is limited and will go fast . . .

Vendor booths will be assigned on a first come, first served basis so reserve today.
When: Thursday, October 3, 2019
Where: Rush Creek Golf Club
7801 County Road 101
Maple Grove, MN 55311
This is a great opportunity to be visible, network and build relationships. Attendees include
Attorneys, Guardians, Conservators, Social Workers and other Health Care Professionals.

Vendor and Sponsorship Opportunities Include:
• Vendor Booth: $300 (limited number available, includes table and lunch for two people)
• Brochure Sponsor: $600.00
• Continental Breakfast Sponsors (2 available): $250.00
• Afternoon Break Sponsors (2 available): $250.00
• Lunch Sponsors (1 available): $500.00
• Session Sponsors (5 available): $250.00
All Vendors and Sponsors have additional benefits including recognition and inclusion in conference
materials. Contact us for additional information at info@minnesotaguardianship.org

MAGiC
5001 Chowen Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55410
info@minnesotaguardianship.org
www.minnesotaguardianship.org
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The MAGiC Journal is distributed
to over 450 people throughout Minnesota!
advertiser index
Advertiser				

Page

First Fiduciary Corporation

9

Gianna Homes

10

Guardian and Conservator Services

10

Newton Bonding, Inc.
Patrick J. Thomas Agency
Stacy Kabele Law

4
10
7

Advertisers in the Journal are an invaluable
resource to ensure this quality publication’s
ongoing production. Please let the advertiser
know that you learned of their service from
the MAGiC Journal.

renew your
magic membership
today!
Just a reminder, MAGiC has changed its
membership year to January 1 - December 31
so if you know of someone who is interested
in becoming a member or wonders why they
have not received their journal, please contact
us at info@minnesotaguardianship.org
Membership available online at
http://www.minnesotaguardianship.org.
Individual memberships are $75
and organizational memberships are $150
for up to 3 members.

NOW is a great time to
advertise with magIC!
We have two advertising options available to you and your
business. We offer Journal advertising which is distributed
to over 350 individuals and businesses on a quarterly basis.
We also offer online website advertising, check out the
website at www.minnesotaguardianship.org to see who
already is advertising with MAGiC.
MAGiC appreciates our advertisers and hope that when
you are looking for a professional or business that you
think of the MAGiC advertisers for any of your needs.
For more information regarding advertising, contact
Cari Doucette, info@minnesotaguardianship.org

MAGiC BREAKFAST
Join your conservator/guardian,
social worker and attorney
colleagues for listening ears,
friendly support, and brainstorming to solve your unique
conservatorship/guardianship
problems, all while enjoying the
most important meal of the day!
Formal case presentation is not necessary, but current
participants have found it extremely helpful to be able
to consult with their peers to get new ideas, insights,
and approaches to those complex problems facing professionals working in the guardianship/conservatorship/
vulnerable adult arena.
Guardians/Conservators, Social Service Professionals,
and Attorneys are welcome to join the breakfast meeting every fourth Wednesday of the month starting at
8 a.m. Call Megan Kelly at (952) 548-7207 for details.
Mark your calendar!!! Upcoming dates are: August 28,
September 25, October 23 and November 27.
FFI call (952) 548-7207.

Summer 2019
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board of directors

Board Officers
Dan Lodahl, President
First Fiduciary Corporation
4120 Lexington Way
Eagan, MN 55123-1512
(651) 452-1512
dlodahl@ffcorp.com
Paul Jeddeloh, Vice President
803 West St. Germain Street
St. Cloud, MN 56301
(320) 240-9423
paul@jeddelohsnyder.com
Kim Tophen, Past President
Senior Options, Inc.
P.O. Box 980
Brainerd, MN 56401-0980
(763) 792-4472
kim@senioroptionsinc.com
Barbara M. Livick, Recorder
Livick Fiduciary Services LLC
P.O. Box 120874
New Brighton, MN 55112
(612) 741-6893
livickbarb@gmail.com
Eric Jonsgaard, Treasurer
First Fiduciary Corportation
4120 Lexington Way
Eagan, MN 55123-1512
(651) 452-1512
ejonsgaard@ffcorp.com
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Deanna Swenson, Member-at-Large
Lutheran Social Service
Guardianship Options
731 Western Ave., P.O. Box 477
Fergus Falls, MN 56538
(218) 736-5431 ext 226
deanna.swenson@lssmn.org
Jessica Lindstrom, Member-at-Large
Long, Reher & Hanson, PA
5881 Cedar Lake Road
Minneapolis, MN 55416
(952) 929-0622
jlindstrom@mnelderlaw.com
Appointed Chairs
Anita Raymond, By-Laws
Volunteers of America MN
3333 N. 4th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55412
(952) 945-4172
araymond@voamn.org
Cindi Spence, Communications
Spence Legal Services, LLC
12800 Whitewater Drive, Suite 100
Minnetonka, MN 55343
(763) 682-2247
cindi@spencelegalservices.com

Jeffrey Schmidt, Conference Committee
Schmitz, Schmidt and Anderson PA
400 Robert Street N.
St. Paul, MN 55101
(651) 291-2405
jschmidt@elderlaw123.com
Megan Kelly, Journal
Iverson Reuvers Condon
9321 Ensign Avenue South
Bloomington, MN 55438
(952) 548-7207
megan@irc-law.com
Tim Holbrook, Standards
National Certified Guardian
(651) 304-0641

Robert A. McLeod, Legislation
Briggs and Morgan, P.A.
2200 IDS Center. 80 S. 8th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
(612) 977-8216
Rmcleod@briggs.com

executive board

The MAGiC Executive Board meets the third
Friday of the month from 9:30 - 11:00 a.m.
Unless otherwise noted, meetings are held in the
conference room at Anchor Bank, 1570 Concordia
Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55104.
MAGiC members are welcome to attend the
meetings; it is suggested that you email
info@minnesotaguardianship.org to verify that
the meeting has not been canceled or moved to a
different location.
Upcoming dates:
August 16
September 20
October 18
November 15

MAGiC Executive Board
Dan Lodahl, President
Paul Jeddeloh, Vice-President
Kim Tophen, Past President
Barbara M. Livick, Recorder
Eric Jonsgaard, Treasurer

MAGiC

publication notes

The MAGiC Journal is published quarterly in January, April,
July, and October. We will gladly consider printing unsolicited
articles and are happy to publish any relevant announcements
or news items. Please submit any materials prior to the following deadlines, and remember to include your name, address,
and daytime telephone number for follow-up by our editor.
Deadlines for Submission: March 1
June 1
September 1
December 1
Let us know what you think! Is this publication useful
to you? What improvements would you suggest? Do you
have items or articles you would like to submit? Email
megan@lrc-law.com and put MAGiC in the subject line.
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save the date
MAGiC
Annual Conference
Thursday, October 3, 2019
Location: Rush Creek Golf Club,
7801 County Road 101,
Maple Grove, MN
Vendor and Sponsorship
Opportunities Available Now!!

For more info or to RSVP
info@minnesotaguardianship.org

THE MINNESOTA ASSOCIATION FOR GUARDIANSHIP & Conservatorship was organized as a forum
to discuss issues concerning substitute decision-making.
Although formal guardianship and conservatorship will be
included, this organization explores less restrictive possibilities
as well.
Members
MAGiC members come from a diverse background including: attorneys, private and public social services, conservators
and guardians, and private citizens interested in substitute
decision-making for family members and friends.
Membership Services
Membership provides the following services:
Annual Conference (participate at a special rate)
Quarterly Journal
Informational releases
Standards for guardians and conservators
Legislative analysis
Leadership on topics such as medical ethics, fees, and
standards
Network forum
“Nuts and bolts” information on guardianship and
conservatorship issues
Membership directory
E-mail discussion list

